DATA CODE REFACTORING
AND TRANSFORMATION SERVICES

Refactor and optimize your current functionality for the Data Cloud
Our Data Code Refactoring and Transformation services enables your organization to utilize your existing data
code outputs in the new cloud environment. Using a methodical approach with our automation infrastructure, we
transform your current business logic and data usage functionality into the new data cloud destination. The
service offering leverages our methodology for rationalization of current outcomes and leverages our automation
technology to expedite testing and validation routines as part of the refactoring process so that your organization
does not skip a beat in their daily operations.

About NextPhase.ai:
NextPhase.ai is your trusted partner for cloud data management solutions.
We deliver a white glove service to handle data
ingestion, data validation, improve data usability
and data governance.
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Key benefits for your enterprise:
Help discover your Enterprise data potential with a comprehensive process strategy that will guide your
organization towards a data driven framework transformation.
Optimize cost by improving data operations and productivity
Allow you to better structure your data, gain more insights, and make better business decisions.
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Why NextPhase?
Speed - Automated testing and validation

Flexibility - NextPhase can manage the entire

process and templates helps expedite your data

refactoring and migration initiative with a project

output transformation

governance structure or append our expertise and

Economics - With our Global Delivery infrastructure,
we can optimize work efforts to leverage labor costs

methodology to your team. Either way, we get you
the desired result

and ensure you get the best quality for the
appropriate economics

NextPhase.ai is uniquely qualified to deliver a Data Code
Refactoring and Transformation Services tailored to meet your
enterprise data management objectives.
Let’s get started!

https://nextphase.ai/contact/

hello@nextphase.ai

(888) 812-6087

